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Report on EBSB Inaugural Session

As per No.DE/ADM/EBSB/Hr.Edu./2019-20/ this is to provide assurance that EBSB Inauguration programme has been organized on 28/01/2019 (Saturday afternoon) in the college. The inaugural session has been initiated with the ribbon cut ceremony by the State Coordinator cum Principal (I/C) of the college. The programme continued with the keynote address and introduction of the details of action plan by the State Coordinator and the Institute-level Nodal Officer in the session.

Further, the inaugural programme has been thoroughly successful and all the addresses taken by the State Coordinator and concerned faculty members promoted the students to bridge the gap between different cultural expressions and celebrate the diversity of the country.

Dr. Avinash R. Chaudhari  
I/C Principal  
Government Engineering College,  
Daman
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